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ABSTRACT
Taking into account the consumer has a low carbon preference, under the dual driving force of environment
production and economic benefit, the manufacturer will invest in emission reduction technology in the upstream and
downstream, such as introduce emission reduction equipment or cleaner production technology. We focus on a twoechelon sustainable supply chain that includes single manufacturer and single retailer. We explore how should
manufacturer rationally choose the way of investment in emission reduction, i.e., whether the manufacturer should
invest in both upstream and downstream or only in the upstream. Compared with the sustainable investment only in
the upstream, investment in both upstream and downstream is more sustainable and profitable.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid economic development, global
temperatures have become warmer, and the harm caused
by the greenhouse effect has attracted the attention of
the entire society. Various countries have successively
enacted relevant laws to limit the emission of
greenhouse gases. The cap-and-trade regulation is a
market-based emission reduction policy, with the most
significant implementation effect and successful
implementation in many countries. Under this regulation,
the carbon emission right is considered as a commodity
that can be available for trading.
Some scholars have studied the supply chain
operation decision making under the carbon regulations.
Based on newsboy model, the literature [1] gets the
unique Nash equilibrium strategy through game analysis
of pricing and output between the manufacturer and the
supplier. Using Stackelberg game theory, [2] explores
the impact of carbon cap-and-trade regulation on the
two-echelon supply chain system decision making
involving single manufacturer and single supplier.
Literature [3] analyzes the impact of different carbon
policies (mandatory carbon quota, carbon tax and
carbon cap-and-trade) from the perspective of
manufacturer pricing and the retailer's ordering quantity.
The focus of the above study is to use different

carbon emissions regulations to control carbon
emissions without considering emissions reduction
investments. However, in reality, companies usually
introduce emissions reduction equipment or cleaner
production technologies during their production or sales
process, thereby increasing economic efficiency and
achieving social responsibility. For example, [4]
analyzes production planning decisions and green
technology investment under different carbon regulatory
mechanisms. [5] focuses on the choice of production
technology, and discuss the impact of carbon trading
policy and carbon tax policy on enterprise production
decisions respectively. [6] studies the game of two
sustainable supply chains with sustainable levels of
product competition and derived a balanced decision for
chain and chain competition. However, the above
literature only focuses on the emission reduction
strategies in the upstream of supply chain, ignoring their
emission reduction measures in downstream, such as
during transportation and sales. Therefore, this paper
will fully analyze how should the manufacturer
rationally choose the way of investment in emission
reduction, i.e., whether the manufacturer should invest
in both upstream and downstream or only in the
upstream.
Coordination of supply chain considering
investment in emission reduction technology. [7] studies
the impact of carbon cap-and-trade regulation on
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corporate production and emission reduction strategies,
and further introduce contracts to coordinate the supply
chain. [8] compares and analyze the impact of the
revenue-sharing and two-part tariff contracts on the
coordination of two-level sustainable supply chain, and
find that the latter can achieve perfect coordination. [9]
studies a two-echelon supply chain consisting of single
manufacturer and single supplier, and both parties are
investing in emission reduction technologies, and based
on the two-part tariff, the supply chain can be
effectively coordinated.
Although research has been conducted on the
coordination of low-carbon supply chains under the
carbon regulations, However, there are few studies on
the consignment contract. The consignment contract is a
method in which a manufacturer consigns a product to a
retailer, entrusts the retailer to sell the product to the
customer, and if the product is sold, the downstream
retailer determines the proportion of the income to be
obtained. Today, the large retailer in today's society has
more and more dominant power, such as the large
supermarket, such as WAL-MART[10], so it is more
practical and practical to study the retailer as the leader.
Based on the above analysis, we explore the decision
of the two-echelon sustainable supply chain under the
consignment contract based on the carbon cap-and-trade
regulation. It is proposed that the manufacturer should
choose the technology investment mode rationally under
the restriction of the carbon cap-and-trade regulation.

2. MODEL AND DECISION ANALYSIS
This article examines a two-echelon supply chain
consisting of a single manufacturer and a single retailer,
where the retailer is the leader of the Steinberger game.
Based on the consignment contract, the retailer is
responsible for selling the product and determining the
revenue share ratio r in the consignment contract, and
the manufacturer decides to invest in emission reduction
technology only in the upstream or in both upstream and
downstream, and determines the sustainability level sm
and sr .
Taking into account consumers’ low-carbon
consumption preferences and government’s policy,
manufacturers will invest in emission reduction
technologies. The investment in emission reduction
technologies in the upstream and downstream are
1
1
cim sm2 and cir sr2 , where cim and cir are the
2
2
sustainability investment coefficients.
After reducing investment, carbon emissions of unit
product are a  bm sm  br sr , where a represents the
basic carbon emissions per unit of product,
bm represents the coefficient of influence of upstream
sustainable levels on reducing carbon emissions, and

br represents the impact coefficient of downstream
sustainable levels on reducing carbon emissions. In
particular, when sustainable investment in upstream
only, carbon emissions of unit product are a  bm sm .
It is worth noting that investment in emission
reduction technology not only reduces the carbon
emissions of products, but also affects the market
demand of consumers for the product. As the
environmental awareness of the public increases,
consumers are more interested in environmental
protection (lower carbon emission) products, so market
demand is positively correlated with the level of
sustainability, that is, market demand increases with the
increase of sustainable levels. In the make-to-order
environment, the market demand function is
D(sm , sr )  D0  m sm  r sr , where m  0 , r  0 .
In particular, when sustainable investment in upstream
only, the market demand function is D(sm1 )  D0  m sm .
Under the carbon cap-and-trade regulation, the
government set the carbon cap K firstly, if the total
carbon emissions exceed the carbon cap K , the
producer will purchase excess carbon emission rights at
unit price a ce . Otherwise, if the total carbon emission
is less than the carbon cap, the producer will sell it at the
same price in the carbon trading market.

2.1. Sustainable investment in upstream only
In a decentralized decision system under a
consignment contract, manufacturers sell products to
customers through retailers. As the leader of
Steinberger's game, retailers first determine the
proportion of revenue sharing 1  r1 . After the goods are
sold, the retailer will return r1 of the profit to the
manufacturer. As the Steinberger game follower, the
manufacturer will determine the level of sustainability
based on the retailer's determination, thereby
maximizing its profit. For the sake of distinction, the
subscript “1” is added to the variables for upstream
emission reduction technology investment only. Under
the consignment contract, the manufacturer’s profit is

 M 1 ( sm1 )  r1 pD( sm1 )  cm D( sm1 )
(1)
1
 ce [(a  bm sm1 ) D( sm1 )  K ]  cim sm2 1
2
In the above function, the first part represents the
shared income provided by the retailer, the second part
represents the production cost, the third part is the
revenue or cost of the carbon emissions trading, and the
last part represents the investment cost of the emission
reduction technology. As the leader of the Steinberger
game, the profit of the retailer is

 R1 (r1 )  (1  r1 ) p( D0  m sm1 )

(2)

Theorem 1 When implement the sustainable
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investment in the upstream only, the market demand
function is D(sm1 )  D0   sm1 , The optimal revenue
sharing ratio, r1* , determined by the retailer under the
consignment contract is

 2 ( p  cm  ce a)  (cim  ce bm m ) D0
r  m
2 2 p
*
1

(3)

The optimal sustainable level sm* 1 determined by the
manufacturer is

sm* 1 

(3ce bm m  cim ) D0   m2 ( p  cm  ce a)
2 (cim  2ce bm m )

(4)

Substituting equations (3) and (4) into (1) and (2),
we can get the manufacturer's optimal profit *M 1 ( sd*1 )
and retailer's optimal profit  (r ) are
*
R1

*M 1 ( sm* 1 ) 

*
1

[ ce2 bm2  m2  3cim (cim  2cebm m )]D02 
 4

2
  m ( p  cm  ce a )

 2 2 (c  c b  ) D ( p  c  c a ) 
m i
e m m
0
m
e


8 m2 (cim  2cebm m )

r2* 

(cim r2  cir m2 )( p  cm  ce a )   5 D0
2(cim r2  cir m2 ) p

(7)

(2) To maximize his profit, optimal sustainable
levels sm* and sr* determined by the manufacturer are

[2(cim r2  cir m2 ) 1   5 2 ]D0 


(c  2  cir m2 ) 2 ( p  cm  ce a ) 
sm*   im r
2(cim r2  cir m2 )

[2(cim r2  cir m2 ) 3   5 4 ]D0 


(c  2  cir m2 ) 4 ( p  cm  ce a ) 
sr*   im r
.
2(cim r2  cir m2 )

(8)

(9)

Substituting equations (7), (8), and (9) into (5) and
(6) yields the manufacturer's optimal profit is
 ce K

(cim  cebm m )2 D02   m4 ( p  cm  ce a )2 


2 m2 (cim  cebm m ) D0 ( p  cm  ce a ) 

*
*
 R1 ( r1 ) 
.
4 2 (cim  2cebm m )

2.2. Sustainable investment in both upstream
and downstream

 M 2 ( sm , sr )  (r2 p  cm ) D( sm , sr )
 ce [(a  bm sm  br sr ) D( sm , sr )  K ] (5)
1
1
 cim sm2  cir sr2
2
2
In the above function, the first part represents the
economic benefits of production decisions. The second
part represents the benefits or costs of carbon emissions
trading. The last two parts are the sustainable
investment costs in the upstream and downstream
respectively.
As the leader of the Steinberger game, the profit of
the retailer is

 R 2 (r2 )  (1  r2 ) pD(sm , sr )

(6)

simplify
the
presentation,
1  ce (cir bm  cebmbrr  cebr2m )

4ce2 (cimbr2  cir bm2 ) D02


2
2
2
 (cim r  cir m )( p  cm  ce a ) 
 2 5 D0 ( p  cm  ce a )

,
*M 2 ( sm* , sr* )  
8
3 52 D02

 ce K
8(cim r2  cir m2 )
The retailer’s optimal profit is

As the follower of the Steinberger game, the
manufacturer’s profit is

To
redefine

Theorem 2 When sustainable investments are made
both upstream and downstream, (1) As the leader of the
Steinberger game, in order to maximize his profit, the
optimal share ratio determined by the retailer r2* is

we
,

 2  cirm  cebrmr  cebmr2

,

 3  ce (cimbr  cebmbrm  c b r )

,

 4  cimr  cebmmr  cebr
 5  cimcir  cimcebrr  cir cebmm

,

2
e m

2
m

(cim r2  cir m2 )( p  cm  ce a )2 


2 5 D0 ( p  cm  ce a )


*
*
 R 2 ( r2 ) 
.
4
2 2
 5 D0

4(cim r2  cir m2 )

2.3 Comparison and analysis
Theorem 3 When m  r   , bm  br  b and

cim  cir  ci , (1) The optimal sustainable level of
sustainable investment in both upstream and
downstream is higher than the sustainable level of
sustainable investment in the upstream only,
sm*  sr*  sm* 1 

ci ce bD0  2ce b 2 ( p  cm  ce a )
0
2(ci  4ce b )(ci  2ce b )

(2) Compare with sustainable investment in the
upstream only, the total profit of the supply chain is
higher when sustainably investing in both upstream and
downstream,

and

  (cir  2cebrr )(cim  2cebmm )  c (bmr  brm ) .
2
e

2
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3ci (ce2 b 2 D02   2 ( p  cm  ce a )2 


2ceb D0 ( p  cm  ce a ))


*
*
*
* *
 2 ( sm , sr )  1 ( sm1 ) 
8(ci  2ceb )(ci  4ceb )
ci D02

0
16 2

profit loss rate of the model investing in both upstream
and downstream (i.e., 2 ) is less than the model

(3) Compare with sustainable investment in the
upstream only, the profit of the manufacturer is higher
when sustainably investing in both upstream and
downstream,

4. CONCLUSION

3ci D02
16 2
2 2 2
ci (ce b D0   2 ( p  cm  ce a )2 


2ceb D0 ( p  cm  ce a ))
 0

8(ci  2ceb )(ci  4ceb )
Theorem 3 shows that sustainable investment by the
manufacturer in both upstream and downstream can
reduce the impact of the environment and increase the
total profit of the supply chain. In addition, it can also
increase the profit of the manufacturer. Therefore, the
manufacturer should invest in emission reduction
technologies both upstream and downstream.
*M 2 ( sm* , sr* )  *M 1 ( sm* 1 ) 

3. NUMERICAL STUDY
The definition of 1 and 2 are the profit loss
rates of the model investing in upstream only and the
model investing in both upstream and downstream,
respectively. Figure 1 shows that with the increase of c
carbon cap K , the profit loss rate 1 and 2
decrease, that is, only when the carbon cap K is higher,
the profit loss under consignment contract is smaller,
Especially, when the manufacturer makes emission
reduction investment in both upstream and downstream,
if the carbon limit is greater than 470, the profit loss
rate 2 is below 25%. When the manufacturer makes
emission reduction investment in upstream only, if the
carbon limit is greater than 940, the profit loss rate 1
is below 25%.

investing in upstream only (i.e., 1 ). Therefore, the
consignment contract is more suitable for supply chain
coordination when sustainable investment is made in
production and sales in both upstream and downstream.

Based on the carbon cap-and-trade regulation, we
consider the low carbon preference and emission
reduction technology investment, and study the
consignment contract for the downstream retailer of the
two-echelon supply chain (the leader of the Stackelberg
game) to determine the proportion of revenue sharing in
the consignment contract. The upstream manufacturer
(the follower of the Stackelberg game) decides on the
mode of investment in emission reduction technologies
and determine the level of emission reductions. Through
comparison with the investment in emission reduction
technology only in the upstream, it was found that the
investment in emission reduction technology in both the
upstream and downstream areas not only has a high
level of emission reduction (i.e., is more
environmentally friendly), but also increases both the
total system profits and the profits of manufacturers.
This paper has certain guiding significance for the
manufacturers to reduce the emission reduction under
the restriction of the quota and transaction mechanism,
and is of certain reference value for the development of
low carbon economy.
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